Introduction
There have been a number of recent works that calculate the electron's magnetic moment between conducting plates separated by a distance a. These include Barton and Grotch,l Fischbach and Nakagawa,2 Boulware, Brown and Lee,3s4 and most recently, Bordag,5 and Kreuzer and Svozil. 6 In this report, I will be considering the situation outlined by Fischbach and Nakagawa, and Kreuzer and Svozil: that of an essentially free electron moving in a weak magnetic field. It should be noted that this differs from Boulware, Brown and Lee, and Bordag's treatment of an electron trapped in the strong magnetic field of a Penning trap; and thus, the results of this paper are not directly applicable. The purpose of this comment is two-fold. First, the Abel-Plana and c-averaging methods' of handling the difference of a divergent sum and integral are summarized and then applied to rederiving Kreuzer and Svozil's expression for the shift in the value of a, = $ (g -2) between conducting plates from that in free space. I find the c-averaging method particularly easy to follow, and hopefully, this method will make the final answer clearer. The second purpose is to clarify the present conflict in Fischbach and Nakagawa's and Kreuzer and Svozil's answer for Au,. where h = r/ma.
Mathematics of the Difference of a Divergent Sum and Integral
Most of what follows is from Barton's paper7 on this topic. For a more detailed treatment, please refer to his work. The problem is to evaluate
where S and I are individually divergent. The primed sum means
To make sense of this expression, one needs to introduce a cutoff function g(nlx)
and replace D by The compatibility of this answer with that derived using the Abel-Plana formula is described in Ref. First of all, this answer has the undesirable behavior of being infinite as A -+ 00.
Formally, this answer can be derived by the following procedure. Define for the electron magnetic moment. I should note, however, that this paper considers the case of a free electron between conducting plates and therefore is not applicable to the Dehmelt experiment in which the electron is in a bound orbit.
